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Key takeaways of today’s session

Financial services organisations have been moving to Shared Service Centers more 
than a decade, adapting and optimising their model. However, disruptive technologies 
and customers are forcing organisational change

Inspiration and cases from leading financial institutions

Understand how to drive value beyond low cost transactional processing

Inspiration on how to evolve the operating model
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Meet the presenters

.

Tore Christian Jensen
Equity Partner, Denmark

Tore has 17 years experience of leading large 
Shared Services transformation programmes for a 

number of C-25 companies. 

Srishti Krishna
Senior Manager, UK

Srishti has 15+ years of experience in developing and 
implementing shared service and outsourcing 

transformation programmes. Led over 20 Global 
Business Services  projects. 

Lead Global Business Services  transition offering in the 
UK and Global Business Services  UK lead for financial 

services sector.
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What do we mean with Global Business Services?

Supporting organisation driving collaboration and sharing to optimise delivery and 
business outcomes

Global 
Business 
Services

Accountable and responsible for services within at least 2 or more functions

Common managed network of locations providing supporting services to above 
market activities

Low cost skill center (captive or outsource providers) delivering value 

Global Business Services focus on managing many of the general and administrative 
tasks that happen on the back end of a transaction, leaving the business units more 
time to focus on customer - or product - specific activities
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Global Business Services is the evolution of shared services and outsourcing

Traditional shared-services organisations focus on supporting tasks associated with a 
single function only. By contrast, Global Business Services comprise specialists from 
multiple functional areas with a mandate to provide the business with a comprehensive 
set of services

Function shared services Multifunction shared services Global business services

Scope Transactional services
Transactional services 

Knowledge-based
Implementation services

End-to-end processes

Focus Efficiency and effectiveness Higher-value services
Business enablers and 

transformation services

Enablers
Wage arbitrage

Technology bolt-ons

Wage arbitrage
Technology bolt-ons
Knowledge workers

All plus, global process owners
Advisory personnel 

Robots, cloud, mobility, analytics

Labor Captive functional centers Captive and outsource multifunctional Multisourcing global locations

Benefit focus Reduce labor costs Deliver benefits (value) Enable business outcomes

“Changing 
things”

“Doing 
better 
things”

“Doing  
things 
better”
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What makes a NextGen GBS? What do we need to get there?

A clear strategy is the core enabler

Three Cornerstones of Next Generation Global Business Services 
Centralising multiple functions under a Global Business Services model will save 
companies money. For many customers of GBS, however, this benefit is largely 
invisible. What matters more to them, is Speed, Experience and Insight 

Insight
Collaboration

Effective engagement 
mechanisms and governance 
processes

Personalization

Customized user-centric 
experience

Accessibility

Multi-channel access with 
intuitive interface

Analytics

Strong analytics 
capability leveraging 
central view of 
organizational data

Innovation

Performance of 
increasingly strategic, 
value-added services

Proactive decision 
making

Predictive analysis to 
drive decisions across 
the organization

Agility

Use of agile methodology 
and flexible talent to 
pivot and adjust

Automation

Streamlined processing 
via a combined human 
and digital workforce

Integration

End-to-end integrated 
ways of working

Experience

Speed

Augmented teams

Flexible, cross 
functional teams 
complemented by a 
digital workforce

Risk-taking

Risk-taking,  
agile, continuous 
learning culture

New Skillsets

Diverse skills such as 
design thinking, user-
input, technology skills

Cloud

Real time data 
mining and 
exponentially 
faster processing

Robotics

Automation via 
enabling and 
new technologies

Mobile Apps

Reliable, on-the-go 
access

Standardization 

Continuous 
improvement to 
harmonise and 
simplify processes

Cognitive

Advanced 
technologies such 
as machine 
learning and AI

Governance

Proactive, adaptable 
governance structure

Talent 
and Culture

Process & 
governance

Technology

Data/information 
availability

Rich, clean, 
structured data
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In this section, we will cover

The opportunity landscape, inspiration and cases from leading financial institutions

Growth and shifts in Financial Services Industry(FSI) operating model

The new realities in FSI and NextGen Global Business Services trends
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Drivers

▪ Cost arbitrage

▪ Improved infrastructure

▪ Wide talent pool

▪ Increasing productivity

EARLY 

MOVERS
DEVELOPING

FULLY 

INTEGRATED

Drivers

▪ Access to variety of 

skillsets

▪ Better talent retention

▪ Business synergy

▪ Automation and focus on 

work elimination

Drivers

▪ Cost arbitrage

▪ Enhanced scalability

Challenges
▪ Cost escalation

▪ End to end 

process 

ownership 

(exposed through 

Covid-19)

Challenges
▪ Cultural 

differences

▪ Lower productivity

▪ Poor infrastructure

Challenges
▪ Higher attrition

1995 - 2010 2010 - 2015 2015 - Present

Stand alone shared services centers

Delivering mostly IT support with the 
emergence of IT service providers

Multi-functional centers 

Delivering processes across multiple functions 
such as Finance, HR, etc. through hybrid 

sourcing models

Global Business Service

Multifunctional, multi-channel delivery from 
centers across geographies

Growth and shift in focus for the Financial Services Industry

FSIs over the last two decades have grown both functionally and geographically with a 
changing focus to deliver value to the business…

Cognizant*

TCS, 
Wipro* Accenture Genpact IBM,TCS, Diligenta TCS
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…..and here are some facts

Offshoring is still the pre-dominant 
method by which large FSI organisations 

rationalise their non-core services

82%

86%

81%

73%

62%

76%

72%

Cost Reduction

Process Efficiency

Process Quality

Scalability

Skill level

Internal controls

Platform for change

Prevalent 
and ongoing 
levers

Upcoming 
levers

Local, 
33%

Global, 
21%

Multi-
Regional
, 19%

Regional
, 27%

• Local: provide services for a single country only

• Regional: provides services across countries, but in a 

single continent only

• Multi regional: provide services to 2 continents

• Global: provide services to 3 or more continents

67% of SSC are providing services to 

organizations outside their region

Upcoming levers for making a strong 

business case for Global Business 

Services 

Global Business Services in the Financial Services Industry remain strong with clear evidence of growth and a vision for the future 
as financial institutions seek to future-proof and transform their non-core services
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Innovative sourcing models enable 
speed to market and growth.

ITOs & BPOs converge to create “as-a-
service model”.

Shift toward customers creates the need 
for GBS center office.

Global Business Services take a bigger 
role and act as transformation catalyst. 

Impact of Covid 19- possibly no better 
time than now for transformation

Choosing the right growth options, 
creating operational efficiencies, and 
delivering the next level of customer 
experience remains in forefront

Agility is key to winning in the digital 
era
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Strategies to stay competitive in the 
market as challenger start ups enter the 
market

The future of FSI operating models

The new realities for FSI and next gen Global Business Services  trends

“Warsaw tech hub is laying the open banking rails across Europe”

“Standard Chartered works with Instabase to automate onboarding”

“Convex and WNS look to redefine the re/insurance market”
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Value map and opportunity landscape 

Illustrative overview of emerging and potential opportunities in the sector 

Captive / SSC buyout

Finance / 
accounting BPO

HR BPO

Investigation services

Network outsourcing

Procurement

Mailroom and 
printing

Cyber Security

Third party 
platform 
maintenance

O/s vendor 
management

Robotics and process 
redesign outsourcing

Unified communications 
and messaging

Legal and compliance

MIS and analytics

Application management

ATM as a service

Branch infrastructure

Reconciliations

KYC and onboarding 
utility 

Credit card processing
Reg and tax reporting

Clearing

Order management

Asset pricing

Transaction management

Portfolio services and 
asset management

Fraud / AML analytics

Wealth Management and 
Private Bank  back-office

Fund services

Operations support Liquidity and cash 
management

Credit card processing

Non-bankable assets 

UID utility

Reg and tax reporting

Payments

Risk management

Generic Global Business 
Services opportunities

FSI specific outsourcing / 
offshoring opportunities

LOW COMPLEXITY

GBS  FSI 

OPPORTUNITY 

LANDSCAPE
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MEDIUM COMPLEXITY

HIGH COMPLEXITY

AMBITION

ADVANTAGE
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In scope for automation or potential  
scope for outsourcing 

Core insurance process low outsourcing or 
automation opportunity 

Evolving outsourcing or automation 
opportunity 

Market & Promote 
Products/ Services 

Advertise & 
Promote 
Products/ 
Services 

Develop 
Marketing & 
Sales Plan 

Manage 
Products/ 
Services 
Pricing 

Manage the 
Selling 
Process 

Manage/ 
Support 

Distribution 
Channels 

Perform 
Agent Setup 

Bill & Collect Premiums 

Perform
Conservation 

Process 
Receipts 

Produce Bill/ 
Statement 

Provide Customer Service 

Develop 
Customer 
Service 
Strategy 

Facilitate 
Revenue 

Enhancement 

Fulfill 
Customer 
Service 

Requirements 

Manage 
Customer 
Service 
Delivery 

Measure & 
Improve 
Customer 
Service 

Develop & Manage 
Products-Services 

Analyse
Market & 

Determine 
Customer 

Needs 

Develop New 
Products/ 
Services 

Enhance 
Existing 

Products/ 
Services

Launch New/ 
Enhanced 
Products/ 
Services 

Monitor/ 
Manage 

Products/ 
Services 
Programs 

Withdraw 
Products/ 
Services 

Underwriting, Renewals 
and process Submissions 

Deliver Policy 
Evaluate 

Application 

Manage 
Customer 

Relationships 

Manage 
Endorsement

s - (P&C 
Only) 

Manage 
Policy / 

Application 
Process 

Manage 
Renewals 

Manage Benefits & Claims Manage Investments 

Manage 
Portfolio 

Monitor 
Assets 

Perform 
Invest 

Accounting

Perform 
Private Asset 
Origination 

Process 
Transactions 

Select Assets 

Manage 
Vendor 

Relationships 

Negotiate 
and Settle 

Claims 

Perform 
Claims Audit 

Perf. 
Constituent 

Set Up 

Evaluate 
Fraud 

Initial Claim 
Setup 

Perform 
Investigation 

Issue 
Payment 

Manage / 
Review Billing 

Determine 
Loss Control 

Determine 
Reinsurance 

Manage 
Exposure 

Manage 
Litigation 

Manage 
Claim 

Department 

Manage 
Claim 

Reserves 

Perform 
Reporting 

Receive 
Claim Notice 

Triage / 
Assign Claim 

Manage 
Commission

s 

Manage 
Commission 

Types & 
Plans 

Negotiate 
Commission 

Payout 
Commission 

Manage Accounting and 
Finance

Transaction 
Processing

External 
Reporting

Business 
Decision 
Support

Finance 
Management

Perform 
Reconciliation

Calculate and 
Present 
Quote 

Underwriting 
Rules

Partnership 
and affinity 

management

Plan Changes 
to Product & 

Services 

3% COR improvement 
target by 2022

800 jobs axed amid digital 
transformation drive

Job cuts expected due to claim 
operations remodeling in UK

RSA UK reveals £8m restructuring 
for Q3 amid cost cutting

Digital transformation (front to back)
Focus on agility in contact centres through smart tooling, robotics and 
AI. More aggressive Global Business Services approach competitors 
achieve savings through moving finance processing and reporting, 
actuarial and analytics processes offshore (and/or outsourcing)

02

01

03

Customer focus 
More aggressive approach to outsourcing; move the dial on what is 
core vs. non-core; considering use of TPA for Claims, alongside 
process simplification/harmonisation

Machine and talent integration
Integration of automation and machine learning initiatives with talent 
model. Use of self-service capabilities for high volume activities & 
automated flows for underwriting decisions 

Key Trends

Insurance opportunity

Illustrative example of Insurance specific offshoring/ outsourcing and/or automation 
opportunities
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New sourcing model & FinTech part of ecosystem
Many FSIs demanding outsourcing approaches with in-built flexibility. 
Organisations are moving from traditional to hybrid solutions to 
include RPA and Cloud in their offshoring/outsourcing strategy

02

01

Dynamic operating model
Optimised sourcing portfolio and integrated governance 

Future of work & capabilities melting pot
AI sits alongside and enhances human processes rather than replaces 
them. Nearshore hubs as CoEs

03

To hire 2,500 coders for its 
investment-banking division in 

a move to beef up IT

Jobs cuts announced amid 
restructuring, supported by digitisation

Plans to axe jobs amid plans for 
offshoring and tech implementation

Banking retail operations opportunity

Illustrative example of Retail Banking specific offshoring/ outsourcing opportunities 

Key Trends

In scope for automation or potential  
scope for outsourcing 

Core banking process, low 
outsourcing or automation 

opportunity 

Evolving outsourcing or automation 
opportunity 

Cards

Application 
processing

Transaction 
processing

Account 
maintenance 
and disputes

Merchant 
processing

Collections and 
recovery

Back office 
fulfillment

Private Bank / Cash

Customer 
onboarding

Clearing and 
settlements

Account 
opening and 
management

Deposit Accounts

Deposits
Data 

reconciliation

Account 
origination and 

servicing

User access 
management

Online Banking

Customer 
Service

Mortgages

Analytics
Loan servicing 

and 
administration

Account close-
out

Process 
collections

User access 
management

Data 
reconciliation

Banking Retirement Services Credit Services

Mass 
payments

Process fund 
transfers

Remittances
Reconciliation, 
proofing and 
investigation

Clearing and 
bills

Payments 
repairs and 

charges 
processing

Plan 
maintenance 

and 
termination

Booking and 
funding

User access 
management

Data 
reconciliation

Participant 
eligibility and 
enrollment

Data 
reconciliation

Contribution 
and distribution

Loan eligibility

Plan set-up
Rollover and 

transfer
Insurance and 

repayment

Credit 
structuring and 
underwriting

Closing

Credit portfolio 
management

User access 
management

User access 
management

SWIFT 
messaging and 

monitoring

Payments

Data 
management

Origination and 
fulfillment

Default 
servicing

Fixed income

Mutual funds

Fraud 
management

Settlements 
and 

reconciliations

Customer 
support

User access 
management

Corporate 
actions

Network 
management

Fees and 
billings

Reconciliation 
and analysis

Client 
reporting

User access 
management

NatWest Group India to focus on 
digital innovation.. Reskilling 
existing talent pool to drive 
digital transformation 
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In this section, we will cover

Next Level Operating Model of Global Business Services

10 winning practices that set Global Business Services leaders apart from the pack
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In order to achieve the next level of maturity, Global Business Services leaders have 
started asking a few key questions

How can we ensure better
quality and control in 
service delivery?

What is the right 
sourcing strategy for 
us ?

How can we foster innovation and leverage    
disruptive technologies for my service delivery 
from Global Business Services?

How can we deliver value to the parent 

organisation?

How can we become a true Business Partner rather than being a 
transaction factory? 

How can we create capability 
hubs within my Global Business 
Services?

How can we be more 
responsive to the changing 
technology and regulatory 
landscape?
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Multiple elements need to come together to succeed on the Global Business Services 
journey

People strategy 

Customer Interaction Universal customer interface supported by standard toolsetMyriad of customer interaction tools

Scope of services

Functional scope

Location 

Geographic scope Local Regional Global

Transactional Transactional + Advisory Transactional + Advisory + Value Creation

One Function Multi-function All back office functions

Separate functional centers Some functions co-located Co-location into multi-functional centers

Operating 
Model options

Service delivery

Organisation and
people

Operations & 
Technology

Service Management

Continuous improvement

Capability development

Culture

Facilities & infrastructure

Sourcing

Process

Consistent Service Management Framework Different models per function and BU

Governance Single over-arching governance with one GBS lead, often C-levelGovernance by / in function

Leadership Global leadership across functionsFunctional leaders per location

Organisational competency model & training curriculumSpecific to center and /or function

Strong overall company culture & brandDifferent culture at each function and BU

CI specific to function and BU Enterprise-wide CI with common budget & tools 

Process ownership End-to-end Global Process OwnersInformal process networks

Systems & master data One integrated platform, centralised master data managementMultiple systems & decentralised master data

Managed services blending captive and outsourcing solutionsIn-house and outsourcing, not aligned

Full Integration of facilities, tools and infrastructureLittle sharing of facilities and infrastructure

Integrated and standardised end-to-end processesLocalised processes with limited standardisation 

Governance

Overarching strategic workforce planningBU specific people planning based on prevailing needs 

Digital and Automation Limited digital or automation solutions Highly automated solutions with maximum use of digital solutions

Strategic 
options

Level of integration
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Stand Alone by 
Function Landlord

Operator – Functional 
Alignment

Operator –
Process AlignmentHybrid

Function-owned ops with no 
formal coordination. 
Functions leverage shared 
service  independently.

Function-owned ops with 
shared facilities and support 
infrastructure.

Business Services leader 
owns the resources within 
shared services (and not 
outside the shared services).

Processes aligned with the 
end-to-end process or end 
user under Business Services 
responsibility.

Fin

Loc 1

IT

Loc 2

HR

Loc 3

Pro

Loc 4

IT

Finance

Marketing

HR

Procurement

CIO

Loc 1 Loc 2 Loc 3

CFO

CMO

CHRO

CPO

IT

Finance

Marketing

HR

Procurement

Centralised Sites,
IT, infrastructure

Continuous Improvement

Service Management

Global Process Ownership

Business 
Services 
Leader

Loc 1 Loc 2 Loc 3

CIO

CFO

CMO

CHRO

CPO

IT

Finance

Marketing

HR

Procurement

Centralised Sites,
IT, infrastructure

Continuous Improvement

Service Management

Global Process Ownership

Business 
Services 
Leader

Loc 1 Loc 2 Loc 3

Procure-to Pay

Order-to-Cash

Record-to-Report

Hire-to-Retire

Other

Centralised Sites,
IT, infrastructure

Continuous Improvement

Service Management

Global Process Ownership

Business 
Services 
Leader

Loc 1 Loc 2 Loc 3

Business Services leader 
owns continuous 
improvement, service 
management, and Global 
Process Owners with 
Functions owning staff.

INTEGRATEDFUNCTIONAL

Centralised Sites,
IT, infrastructure

Most FSI organisations are on an evolving journey towards this model.
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What’s next in the FSI Global Business Services journey? 
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Set the Tone

• Strong leadership with palpable 
objectives and organisational
alignment

Lay the Foundation

• Governance, structure and process 
design for an influential and 
flexible organisation

Unlock Value

• Radical transformation to drive 
value

10 winning practices that set Global Business Services  leaders apart from the pack

Deloitte has identified ten practices that deliver incremental, sustainable value from 
Global Business Services  for our clients. These practices fall into three broad 
categories:

Disrupt Leadership 
Paradigms

Leadership with vision and grit; 
salesperson often with non-

traditional background; understand 
politics while advocating GBS 

mandate

Cultivate Tomorrow’s Talent
Hiring and development that is 
capability focused; talent model 

integrates process technicians and 
data miners with functional/business 

SMEs; promote millennial 
structures 

Advance Cross-Functional 
Structures

Seamless processes, frictionless 
hand-offs, cross-functional insights; 

supported by shared platforms, 
structures and workspace

Design for Operating Agility
Services and processes that are 

both flexible and nimble; support 
rapidly changing business; teams 

accelerate transformations & 
ensure 

excellence

Measure What Matters
Measurement criteria aligned to 

GBS  mission and vision; improve 
scorecards to measure beyond 

savings and/or customer
satisfaction; embed into 
performance reviews

Run It Like A Business
GBS measured like a business, 
accountability through metrics; 

governance and decisioning rights 
that complement business practice; 

objectives aligned to corporate 
strategy for greater

integration

Indoctrinate the Brand and 
Culture

An ubiquitous brand driving change 
(within) and inspiring GBS customer 

loyalty (outside); lead with 
customer experience in mind; track 

feedback and
survey

Build a Peer,
Not a Cost Center

Organisational structure 
complements the BUs; consistent 
titles and roles across BUs and 

GBS; GBS perceived as a 
destination for talent, with a 

focus on mobility

Incite Data-Driven 
Capabilities

Build capabilities and services that 
are function-agnostic and focus on 
driving value; become an advisor 

engaged to develop enterprise 
assets, like analytics

Lead the Digital Revolution
Continuous cost reduction through 
business case mindset; focus on 
centralisation to enable future 

automation – digital  (RPA, 
cognitive), lights-off processes
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